
 My Small Journey as a Civil Engineer
    

    – From a NCPIAN

My small journey of 17 years as a Civil Engineer may be little di�icult or easy, but don't know if it is worth sharing or not! 

It was like a dream come true when the HR head handed over the appointment 
letter as a trainee site engineer. It was really thrilling as our result of final year was 
not published but the letter was in my hand! It was the site of Sealdah Station 
Building Modernization project under RITES. 

As it was my first job, moreover at site work as a Civil Engineer I concentrated fully 
to accomplish my responsibility! I was the only woman there but never hesitate to 
roam whole site alone to understand what was going on or sometime with Client for 
survey work or inspection of casting, or with subcontractor for checking the bars in 
a column or pile cap or beam etc. as provided in bar bending schedule etc. The site 
was in a very busy area and lots of problem occurred for political reason or sometime for hawkers! But the 6 months journey 
taught me a lot for my future career.

Then I switched over to a renowned company of Kolkata in tendering work. There I first understood how to study the 
documents in detail to prepare a tender in line with requirements of Client and to fullfill the same.. The most interesting part 

is that requirement changes with the Clients. Later I was transferred to a project of Road widening 
and construction of Tramline etc. as a Billing Engineer. There I learnt how to prepare and finalize 
site billing etc. After the site was over, in the same company, I also got a chance to be a part of SAP 
implementation project as core team member for SD and CO module. And again it was time to 
switch a new job..

In this new company again I joined as Billing Engineer and the small sites were the part of Big Tata 
Project at Singur. My part was to prepare site billing and finalize the same with Client. I had spent several days at various 
sites of Singur Project. One interesting part was food corner near to Singur site which was handled by the women of near 
villages and it was successfully running as people from all sites use to have their breakfast to lunch etc. here. 

Again, I got an opportunity of changing my job and I shifted to an Multinational Company and joined 
there as a part of their Business Development Deptt. 

It is a vast opportunity as there is various type of areas of operation like Maritime works, Hydro and 
Tunnelling works, Airports works, Building & Industrial, Mass Rapid Transit System, TBM Tunnelling 
and Micro tunnelling works etc. I studied and understood various requirement of various Clients and 
continuing my job with full responsibility. 

Throughout my journey till date I can only say that being a woman(!) Civil Engineer I have handled many situation 
alone and thanks to God I never receive any ill treatment from any body of my work places. It is my understanding that 
if your interest is working dedicatedly, your surroundings always respect that. May be not so special but my little 
deeds make a feel good as A NCPIAN.  I know whatever I am today , it is just because I am NCPIAN. I never forget the 
support of my family and friends and all NCPIANS close to me.  

About Author: one very simple and friendly NCPIAN
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